
OPTIMAL METRICS
Moving beyond Basic Metrics...
visits, impressions, time on site, 

conversion rates

to  Advanced Metrics
interactions, brand awareness, CTR, 

assisted conversion, checkout 
abandonment rate, conversion rate, 

profit, repeat purchases

MICRO AND MACRO
OUTCOMES

In addition to Macro Outcomes
(ecommerce orders, demo requests, 

donations, etc.) 

Begin measuring Micro Outcomes
(coupon downloads, new accounts, 
reviews submitted, videos watched, 

blog subscribers, etc.)

ASSISTED 
CONVERSIONS

Use assisted conversion reports in 
analytics to measure which channels 
are contributing towards your goals.

STANDARD ATTRIBUTION
MODELS

Begin using attribution modeling. 
Avoid poor models like Last 

Interaction and incorporate better 
default models like Time Decay.

CUSTOM ATTRIBUTION 
MODELING

Customize your attribution 
model with business knowledge,

 customer behaviour and 
business strategy. 

PAN-EXISTENCE 
MODELING 

Stitch together customer online and 
offline activity with cross-device 

technology and unique identifiers 
such as loyalty cards.

ONLINE CONTROLLED
EXPERIMENTS

Run controlled experiments to
see the impact of online to

offline conversions. 

ADVANCED CONTROLLED 
EXPERIMENTS 

Develop a media-mix model that 
accounts for all online and offline 
marketing channels through many 

controlled experiments. 

IMpressions are up. Party time!

A bit basic, dig deeper

All these boxes shipped are making it rain

How about we work on 
that video completion rain

Look at all these marketing 
efforts that contributed to a sale

Pft, I market alone

We’ve finally set an attribution model!

So we’re going to attribute

everything to my greatness?

Our customers tend to lock into a 

sale after whatever ad I serve them.

That first interaction is 

huge for our customers.

Says who?

This data set.

Tell data set to check 

some hard numbers.

We can track people better

with these loyalty cards

So you know I haven’t

been in office then

ANd here I thought they

were seperate worlds like

party me and work party me

Did you see the impact 

online had on in-store?

We’re killing it!
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DATA-DRIVEN 
ATTRIBUTION MODELING

Use machine learning to analyze your 
channels and click paths to create a 

more relevant model.

HOW TO USE THE 
ELEVATOR
STEP 1
Figure out what floor your company is on. 

STEP 2. 
Make sure your organization has fully maxed out 
the benefits of the current floor. Are your people, 
processes, culture and structures all fully aligned 
and executing perfectly? 
 
STEP 3 
When your people, processes, culture and 
structure are all aligned move up to the next 
floor. Don’t skip a floor. Don’t be that guy. 
 
STEP 4 
Work out the technology and processes you’ll 
need to implement the next floor. Begin training 
your team to maximize the advantages of this 
phase. Then repeat steps 2-4.

Start

here!

Start ON

 FLOOR 1

Advanced tactics for big companies

WHAT IS 
ATTRIBUTION? 
The science of identifying the value and weight of 
each marketing channel, with the end goal of 
finding the right mix for your marketing budget. 

ELEVATOR of ATTRIBUTION
Based on Avinash Kaushik’s 

Digital Attribution Ladder of Awesomeness. 
Check it out: http://cruci.al/2tTKomn
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